SAKTHI FOUNDATION - Uni5 EDUCATION
Concept: Unconditional love
______________________________________________________________________________
This will be made to come out of the child naturally by various exercises. This unconditional love is
known as ''consciousness'' in Uni5 chart.

Let us share how we did this concept in grade 6. [Children’s names has been changed]
LEVEL 1
Uma and Sheela are friends. Uma your parents never say ''no'' to anything which you ''like''. But
Sheela's parents do not accept all her likings.

Now let us know whose parents have real love.
Uma herself said that her parents have ''artificial love'' and they spoil her just by listening to her. Uma
said that Sheela's parents make Sheela to think about the likings and come back to them. She also
said that last week she made great demands to her parents and also made them to listen to her.
LEVEL 2
Now let us include Ram and Dev in this. Ram celebrated his birthday and invited these two girls to
his party. They went without any gifts.
After a week Dev also had his birthday party in which these two people attended. They did not give
gifts to Dev also.

Days passed away. Slowly Ram started to ignore these 2 girls in his circle. One day when Kumar
invited all these people to his mother's wedding day party Ram said loudly, ''Good! You have invited 2
great guests who can present the whole Earth'' and left the class. All felt very bad about this.
Now think what made Ram to show his aggression towards his friends and what is the difference
between his love and Dev's love?
Answers came as follows:
1. Ram is expecting gift.
2. Dev do not expect anything.

3. His expectation was not satisfied so he got angry.
Then we spoke for few more minutes and then children derived that ''Sir, Ram is conditional'',
immediately other boy said that Dev's love is unconditional.
CONCLUSION:
This unconditional love has to be observed and cultivated within us. We all have that but we need to
explore and express. This unconditional love made Swamy Vivekananda to help the mother and her
baby.[refer to non-detail topic]
Why we need to be unconditional?
all said, ''we need to be happy, so we need to be unconditional''
This concept has to be linked with the Uni5 chart in more depth level in later days.

